
Milwaukee M18FPP2FN-502B - 18V Brushless 2 Piece Framing/Finish Nailer Combo Kit
(2 x 5.0Ah)

Product Description

Includes

M18FFN-0C -  18V FUEL™ 30?-34? Framing Nailer  Skin 
M18FN15GA-0C -  18V FUEL™ 15 GAUGE 34 Degree Angled Finishing Nailer  Skin 
2 x M18B5 -  18V 5.0Ah REDLITHIUM™-ION Battery 
M12-18FC -  12V/18V Multi  Voltage Rapid Charger 

M18FFN-0C -  18V FUEL™ 30?-34? Framing Nailer Skin

The M18 FUEL™ 30°-  34° Framing Nailer  (M18FFN-0)  sets  the new standard for  cordless framing nailers.  By leveraging our  nitrogen spring
mechanism, POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor, and REDLINK™ PLUS Intelligence, this nailer provides the user with pneumatic performance, and
the convenience and freedom of  cordless power.  Delivering the power to sink full  round head nails  into dense engineered lumbers,  this
framing nailer  allows the user  to tackle even the most  demanding framing applications.  To keep the user  productive and efficient  throughout
the day,  the framing nailer  fires 3 nails  per  second with zero ramp-up time,  meaning a nail  is  fired as soon as the trigger  is  pulled.
Additionally,  the cordless framing nailer  operates using only our  REDLITHIUM™ -ION Batteries (not  included) and sealed compressed nitrogen
to drive each nail,  completely  eliminating the cost  of  gas cartridges and maintenance associated with competitors'  nailers.  The M18 FUEL™
30° -  34° Framing Nailer  delivers  the pneumatic  performance and durability  that  professional  carpenters and remodelers  expect,  without  the
hassle of  a  compressor  and hose or  gas cartridge.

Power to sink nails  in  timber framing
No gas cartridge required
Tool  free drive depth adjustment
Dry fire lockout
On board hex key storage
No-mar tip  included
Fires 3 Nails  per  second
Zero ramp-up time
Sequential  and Contact  Actuation firing modes
Rafter  hook included
On /  Off power button

WARRANTY:  3 years
WEIGHT:  4.4kg
NAIL SIZE:  50-90 mm (2" -  3-1/2"
MAGAZINE CAPACITY:  51 Nails
HEIGHT:  363mm
FIRING MODES:  Sequential  or  Contact  Actuation
LENGTH: 358mm
WIDTH: 160mm
PLATFORM: M18 FUEL™

Includes
(1)  Rafter  Hook



(1)  Hex Key
(1)  Carrying Case

M18FN15GA-0C -  18V FUEL™ 15 GAUGE 34 Degree Angled Finishing Nailer Skin

The M18 FUEL™ 15 Gauge Angled Finishing Nailer  provides peak productivity  at  your jobsite,  delivering unmatched nailing performance
without  the hassle of  a  compressor  and hose.  Leveraging our  nitrogen air  spring mechanism, the 15 Gauge Nailer  allows the user  to
consistently  sink nails  to  the required depth in  hard and soft  woods while  leaving clean nail  holes,  allowing for  repeatable results  and easy
filling.  The nitrogen air  spring mechanism, combined with our  POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor  and REDLINK™ PLUS Intelligence,  delivers  a
pneumatic-like nailing response with zero ramp-up time from nail  to  nail,  for  minimal  down time and maximum efficiency throughout the job.
The nailer  also features a compact  and ergonomic design providing access into tight  spaces where nailing is  required while  limiting fatigue
when using the tool. When paired with a M18™ REDLITHIUM™-ION 2.0Ah battery, the nailer fires up to 750 nails per charge. The MILWAUKEE®
M18 FUEL™ 15 Gauge Angled Finishing Nailer  delivers  the pneumatic  performance that  professional  users demand,  with the freedom and
convenience of  cordless.

Compact,  lightweight  design allows for  maximum access into tight  spaces
Angled battery bay allows for  tool  to  stand upright  when not  in  use
Clear  line of  sight  for  accurate nail  placement
Fires in  0.05 seconds,  with up to 3 nails  per  second
Zero ramp up time and low recoil
Up to 750 nails  per  charge using M18™ REDLITHIUM™ ION 2.0Ah Battery

PLATFORM: M18 FUEL™
VOLTAGE: 18V
BATTERY:  M18™ REDLITHIUM™-ION 2.0Ah
NAIL DIAMETER:  15 Gauge (1.8mm)
NAIL SIZE:  32mm -  63mm (1¼" -  2½")
MAGAZINE CAPACITY:  110
FIRING MODES:  Sequential  & Contact  Actuation
WEIGHT:  2.9 kg (Tool  Only)
WARRANTY -  TOOL:  5 Years
MAX FIRE MODE: 3 Nails/Sec
COLLATION ANGLE:  34°

Includes
(1)  M18 FUEL™15 Gauge Angled Finishing Nailer  [M18FN15GA]
(1)  Belt  Hook
(1)  Carrying Case


